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The Coulomb explosion OF posilixely charged melallic clusrers IS sludicd The obxned srnbilir) OF muluply powtixcly 
charged spherical Pb, cluslcrs can be explained by assuming that metallrc-like scrccnrng hegjns IO occur In clusters with 
approximately 30 or more nr~ms ond becomes bulk-like in clusters v.ith approrimawl) JO0 .WU-IW or more. Also. r~.uhs For the 
stability or two-Fold positively charged wmsikm-men1 clusws arc given. 

Despite intensive research the electronic properties 
of small metallic clusters are still not very well under- 
stood . For example, the optical, magnetic and chemical 
properties and metallic behaviour of small clusters are 
presently not well understood [l]. In what small cluster 
sizes doesscreening of electric charges occur? A change 
from metallic- to insulating-like behavrour may occur 
for decreasing cluster size [2] *. This would have impor- 
tant consequences for many properties and might also 
be relevant for metal-insulator transitions in liquids or 
vapors (0, Rb and Hg)[2]_ A further important 
question with respect to chemical propertres IS, how 
does the cluster geometry change for increasing cluster 
size? It is shown in the following that the study of the 
stability of charged small clusters sheds some light on 
these questions. 

Recently, the stability of Pbri+ clusters consisting 
of II atoms and which have been m-fold positively 
charged by electron impact collision has been studied 

[3]. One observes stable Pbz*clusters for 7 d JJ d 13 
and again for II > 30 Three-fold positively charged 
clusters Pb? are stable for 12 2 45. Pbi4’ clusters are 
stable, If they have more than 60 to 70 atoms. For 
transition-metal clusters one observed stable Nis+ 
clusters, but Cup are unstable, for example [4]. 

In order to explain these expenmental results, we 

* Assuming that a coordination number larger than 6 is net- 
esrary for met&c-like behaviour. the bulk-like screenins is 
expected to begin in Pb,, Hgn. etc. fern z- 30 to 40 atom% 

use the following criterton for the stability [5] of 
clusters M, I 

E coh,s= 6EC - (1) 

Here, ECOtrs is the cohesion ener,qy of a surface atom 
and “EC the change of the Coulomb energy upon 
emrtting a positrvely charged surface atom. Ecotrs may 
be determined by using experimentally derived bond 
energies or by calculation using a tight-binding type the- 
ory [Sl.Approximately [‘l,Ecoh,s=(Z~Z~)“‘~,,h b, 
where 2 is the coordination number and b refers to’ 
the bulk 6 EC is calculated [S] by using the Coulomb 
potential V(R) = eeAK /R with screening length h-l _ 
R refers to the distance between the charges assumed 
to be localized. The criterion Ecoh s = 6 EC (RI, eq. 
(l), yields results, as illustrated rn fig. 1, for Ge critical 
number of atoms for which the charged clusters be- 

Fig. 1 illustration of the graphical determination of ncr. The 
curve lnbelled sc. refers to screened Coulomb interaction. 
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Table I 

Results for the critical number of atoms,ncr, for which charged 
spherical (fee-like) clusters hfn “‘* zre stable, calculated from 
eq. (I). The point-like positive charges arc put at equal max- 
nnal distance at the surface- The experimental results are from 
rcf_ 131 

hIIf’+ 
n ,r&aIc) n,(exp) 

no screening screened 
Coulomb 
interaction 

Pb2,+ 30 31 30 

Pb;* 130 49 45 

Pbz’ 325 61 E 72 

Pbs+ - 
N$ 

500 =70 

t8 - 

N13f 
Nip 

30 30 

2 100 -- 40 (to 50) - 

zonle stable. Note_ for spherical clusters wrth radius 
R WC useR an1f3_ 

In order to demonstrate that the stability of charged 
clusters depends sensitively on the screening of the 
charges by the! vaknce electrons, we performed cal- 
culations by assuming bare Coulomb interactions and 
also by assuming alternatively that bulk-like screenmg 
begins to occur gradually in clusters having 30 atoms 
or more. Results for spherical clusters are shown in 
table 1. For Ni,, we use data given in ref. [6]. For Pb, 
we use [7] for the interatomic distance d = 3 a and 
for the bulk screening parameter X, = 1 8 A-1 A = 0 
describes no screening of the positive charges. For the 
screenmg we use the following model. In small chrsters 
having less than 30 atoms we assume no screening, e g. 
h = 0. For clusters M,z with II > 30 atoms we assume 
that X + X, linearly wrth X = h, from II 3 300 atoms. 
Such a gradual increase of the screenmg is expected 
on general physical grounds and also suggested (for 
s,p-type metals) by the density dependence of the 
metal-insulator transition in Hg, etc [2]_ The physical 
srtuation expected for h-l a N(O) IS illustrated in fig. 
2. The electronic density of states at the Fermi energy 
is denoted by N(0). 

First, we discuss the results for Pb,, given in table 
1 Comparing the nurnerica1 results presented in table 
1 with experunenta] results for Pb,, chiste~s 131 and 
for Ni,, clusters [4], we conclude that our model, as- 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the dependence of the s,p-electron dcnslty 
of states. A’(E), on atomic coordination number z. such bc- 
hatiour is expected for Pb,I, HE,,. etc. clusters. The mean 
coordination number Z approaches its bulk value Zb as the 

size of the cluster incrcascs. 

suming for Pb,, clusters a gradual increase in screening 
for clusters having 3O or more atoms, can explain the 
experimental results obtained for larger clusters. It is 
interesting tO note, that using h = h 

% 
for very small 

Pb,, chrstcrs would yield stable Pbf, PbF, etc. 
clusters. Furthermore, using the scre&ing model h= O 
for II (, 30 and A = hb for rr >, 30, e.g. assuming a 
sudden mcrease in screening. one obtams from eq 
(1) that Pb,?, Pbj”, Phi’ are a11 stable from n = 35 
on. All these JeSUltS suggest that h must be smaller 
than X, in small Pb clusters. Of course, this IS plausible 
on general physical grounds. Clearly, one does not 
expect for very small clusters bulk-like screening of 
electric charges or conducting-sphere like behaviour 
(h = Xb)_ That bulk-like screening will occur gradually 

for Pb,r , Wzt, , etc. clusters from approximately 30 
atoms on is suggested by the density dependence of 
the metal-insulator transition in Hg, etc. 121. Gener- 
ally, X-l UN(O) and the electron density of states at 
the Fermi energyN(O), should depend sensrtivily on 
the average coordination number of the atoms, in 

partrcular for s,p-type electron bonds (see fig. 2). 
ThaL stablePbf+clustersare observed for [3] 7Gn 

< 13 in contrast to our numerical results obtained for 
spherical clusters suggest that those Pb,:*clusters are 
not spherical m shape. Indeed, assuming linearly 
shaped Pb,, clusters, we calculate for Pbz+ the critical 
size rz,, = 6, rf we use E,_,,._ = 0.84 eV which we cal- 
culated previously and whrch IS the experimentally 
observed energy for dimers I4]_ On general physical 
grounds we expect that linear clusters cease to exist 
for larger numbers of atoms This might be the reason 
why stable Pbz+ are only observed for 7 0 n < 13 _ 

Discussing now the results for ~~cr gven in table 1 
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for sphericalNi,r clusters, we note that, in contrast to 
experiment, observing stable Nif* our screening model 
(and aIso X = 0) yields n, = 8 Again, assuming that 
charged small transition-metal clusters are linear in 
shape, we calculate from eq. (1) with h = 0 that Ni$++, 
MT (M = Fe, Co, Pt, Au), but not Ag$+ and Cue, 
are stable, in agreement with experiment [4]. We cal- 
culate Cu:+ to be stable Assuming h = Xb for all 
clusters, we calculate all transrtron-metal and noble- 
metal clusters M$’ to be stable. These results suggest 
that small charged transition-metal clusters should be 
linear in shape and that screening in such small clusters 
is poorer than in larger clusters 

Summarizing our numerical results obtained from 
eq. (l), we conclude that there is evidence for poor 
screening of electric charges in very small transition- 
metal clusters and in Pbrr clusters with n < 30. 
Furthermore, our analysis suggests that very small 
charged ciusters Mg+ are linear in shape These ten- 
tative conclusions, if correct, are of general importance 
for many properties and should be checked by further 
experiments and calculations **. In view of calculations 
studying the metal-insulator transition in s,p-type 
metals as a function of coordination number [2], one 
expects metallic-like screening to begin in Pb clusters 
having approximately 30 atoms or more. Presumably 
this happens smoothly and thus we assumed for simpli- 
city that X increases for n 230 linearly towards hb 
for increasing cluster size_ Assuming h = h, for II = 
300 to 400 atoms yields the best agreement with ex- 
periment This seems reasonable, smce for such cluster 
sizes the number of surface atoms with low coord~atlon 
number is sufficiently smaller than the number of bulk 
atoms. 

While we expect similar screening behavlour for Hg,, 
clusters, different behaviour may result for simple 
metal clusters like Na, or for transition-metal clusters 
where d-electrons also contribute to screening 

However, also for those clusters, one expects on 
general physical grounds that the screenrng length X-l 
is, in small clusters having only 2 to 3 atomic shells 
(II = 20 to 30 atoms), much larger than in the bulk solid. 
It would be interesting to check this by experiments. 

” For example, use a one-electron local density rheory for 
small clusters and assome the same mre-hole scrcenins as 
in bulk material. 

We do not expect E,,r,(Pb) to depend strongly on 
the charge r&_ For Ni:y+, Cur+, etc., this may be 
different_ Shifts of s,p and d eIectrons (if Nd < 10) to 
larger binding, resulting from an increase in the attrac- 
tive Coulomb potential of the atoms in charged clusters, 
tend to stabilize MfT_ In our calculations this has been 
neglected. Increased binding for M, -+ My’+ may be 
particularly important for rare-gas clusters, since in 
M;+ the rare-gas electronic configuration is perturbed, 
which will cause larger cohesion. 

’ The criterion for lhc slabllny of chdrgcd clusters, eq. (I), 
should include image chartl,c crfccts, etc., which may play 
a role durzng the emission of a charged atom. Thus, Ecoh s 
shoeId be the effective encr&y necessary for emission of & 
aLOlYl. 
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